
Téamaí ✅

Mé Féin / Mo 
Theaghlach/ Mo Chairde 

I can describe myself ( eyes/ hair/ age)

I can say how many are in my family and who they are
Deirfiúr/ deartháir/ máthair/ athair

I can describe the people in my family

I can describe a friend / friends

I can say what me and a friend do together

I can say why I like my friend 

I can say where I met my friend

I know a list of adjectives that can describe people 
Mar shampla : cairdiúil , cabhrach , cliste …… 

I know ages as Gaeilge

I know jobs as Gaeilge (poist) 

I can describe my pet

An Scoil I can describe different schools as Gaeilge

I know the name of my school as Gaeilge and I can spell it 
correctly 
I can list subjects as Gaeilge and I can spell them correctly  

I can say why I like/ don’t like some subjects as Gaeilge

I know different ways to say I like/ I love/ I prefer / I 
don’t like / I hate 
I can list the facilities in a school 

I can tell the time as Gaeilge 

I can say where my school is situated

I can say how many students are in my school

I can describe the staff in my school

I can say what I like about my school

I can say what I don’t like about my school

I	can	give	people	advice	about	school

Taisteal I	can	describe	a	holiday	I	had	in	a	foreign	country

I	can	describe	a	holiday	I	had	in	Ireland

I	can	describe	the	weather	on	a	holiday

I	can	describe	the	food	on	a	holiday

I	can	describe	the	facilitities	in	the	area	I	stayed	in

I	can	describe	the	journey	to	and	from	the	holiday

I	can	describe	two	things	I	liked	about	the	holiday

I	can	describe	two	things	I	did	not	like	about	the	holiday

I	can	describe	the	people	who	were	with	me	on	the	holiday

I	can	give	two	advantages	of	travel

I	can	give	two	disadvantages	of	travel

I	can	give	advice	to	somebody	about	travel

I	can	decribe	a	problem	I	had	when	travelling

Saol na hOibre I	can	describe	a	part	time	job	I	have	done

I	can	say	what	I	would	like	to	do	in	the	future.	

Caitheamh Aimsire I	can	describe	all	my	hobbies	

Imeacht / Féile/ Cóisir I	can	describe	a	special	occasion	such	as	a	birthday/	national	holiday/	
graduation/	Festival/	party	/	concert/	sporting	game	

Gramadach

I know all the pronouns as Gaeilge 
(Mé , tú, sé, sí)

I know all the Possesive pronouns as Gaeilge 
Mo, do , a ….

I know how to use the Aidiacht Shealbhach correctly (Mo , 
do a)
I know the prepositions ‘ag, ar, le ,do” and I know how to use 
them with pronouns 

I know that gruaig takes “ar”
Tá gruaig dhonn orm 

I know that the noun gruaig takes a “h”in the adjective after 
because it is a feminine word
Gruaig fhionn
Gruaig dhonn

I know that súile takes “ag”
Tá súile donna agam

I know that súile is a plural word so the adjective after it 
will be plural too
Tá súile donna agat
Tá súile gorma aici 

I know how to describe my day in the present tense ( an 
Aimsir Láithreach) 
I	can	recognise	when	a	noun	is	feminine	or.	masculine

I can recognise the Tuiseal Ginideach

I can use the future tense

Litríocht 

1.Colscaradh
2.An tEarrach Thiar
3,An Spailpín Fánach
4.Mo Ghrá-sa
5.Géibheann

I can explain what happens in the poem in my own words 
verse by verse

I am familiar with the language of the poem so can back up 
my answers with quotes
I know what the words “téama”, “íomhá” and “mothúchán” 
mean
I can describe the theme of each poem 

I can describe the images in each poem

I can describe the feelings in each poem

I can explain how I felt reading the poem 

I can explain whether I like the poem or not

Prós I can describe what happens in each of the Prós stories 

I can name the theme of each Prós and describe where we 
can see it in the piece

I can describe the emotions in the story

I can describe the characters in the story

I can say whether I like or do not like the story 

An Litir Is féidir liom seoladh, dáta, oscailt agus críoch  na litreach a 
scríobh amach 
Tuigim strúchtúr na litreach 

Comhrá Is féidir liom comhrá a scríobh 
Scéal Is féidir liom scéal a scríobh 
Blag	 Is féidir liom Blag a scríobh
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